Hepatitis A outbreak in British Columbia, Canada: the roles of established surveillance, consumer loyalty cards and collaboration, February to May 2012
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Non-travel-related hepatitis A is rare in Canada. We describe a hepatitis A outbreak investigation in British Columbia in February to May 2012 in which exposure history was collected from nine confirmed non-travel-related cases. Suspected foods were tested for hepatitis A virus (HAV): a frozen fruit blend was identified as a common exposure for six of the nine cases using supermarket loyalty cards. Consumption of the product was confirmed in each case. Genetic analysis confirmed HAV genotype 1B in the six exposed cases. Of the three non-exposed cases, the virus could not be genotyped for two of them; the virus from the other case was found to be genotype 1A and this case was therefore not considered part of the outbreak. HAV was detected by PCR from pomegranate seeds, a component of the identified frozen fruit blend. Historically low levels of HAV infection in British Columbia triggered early recognition of the outbreak. Loyalty card histories facilitated product identification and a traceback investigation implicated imported pomegranate seeds.

Background
The annual number of reported cases of hepatitis A have consistently decreased in the past decade in British Columbia (BC), Canada, due to improved standards of hygiene and sanitation and provincially funded hepatitis A immunisation for high-risk groups, including people with chronic liver disease, chronic hepatitis B and C, people who inject drugs and men who have sex with men [1] and post-exposure prophylaxis [2]. In 2010-2011, 30 out of 45 cases reported in BC, were related to travel to endemic areas [3]. In 2012, an investigation was launched following the identification of three non-travel-related hepatitis A cases within one week in one of BC’s five geographically based health authorities, compared with 10 hepatitis A cases in the affected HA in the previous year, six of which were related to travel to endemic countries [3]. This paper describes the investigation of the outbreak which, despite its small size, was rapidly epidemiologically linked to a specific food product. Although genotypic matching to the cases was not possible, HAV was subsequently confirmed in a component of the implicated product.

Hepatitis A virus (HAV) is primarily spread by the faecal–oral route, either through direct contact or through ingestion of contaminated food or water. The incubation period is 15–50 days. Some infected persons have mild or no symptoms, while others may experience moderate to severe symptoms over weeks or months including fever, dark urine, loss of appetite, malaise, vomiting, pale stools, abdominal pain and/or jaundice [4].

Outbreaks may occur as a result of a food handler at a food establishment being infected; widespread foodborne outbreaks have been associated with uncooked or fresh food contaminated before distribution [5,6]. Epidemiological evidence (supported by identical molecular sequences among the cases) has implicated a variety of foods in outbreaks, for example, green onions, semi-dried tomatoes, blueberries and frozen strawberries [5,7-11]. Laboratory confirmation of HAV contamination of vegetables and fruit is rare, in part due to low viral loads in many foods [12,13]. Molecular subtyping has improved the ability to detect outbreaks caused by HAV [14].
Methods

Outbreak case definition
The initial outbreak case definition included residents of BC who had laboratory-confirmed acute HAV infection (IgM antibodies to HAV and acute illness with discrete onset of compatible symptoms and jaundice or elevated serum aminotransferase levels, in the absence of recent HAV vaccination) since 1 January 2012 AND no history of travel to an HAV-endemic country in the 50 days before onset of symptoms. The case definition was modified as additional laboratory and exposure data became available. The final case definition (used in this paper) was established in the seventh week of the outbreak and included a possible case (laboratory-confirmed non-travel-related HAV infection) and a confirmed case (HAV genotype 1B with matching sequencing results).

Sample collection and testing
Sera were screened for anti-HAV IgM by Siemens Advia Centaur HAV IgM (Siemens, Canada) and if positive, the result was confirmed on a second platform, Abbott Architect HAV IgM (Abbott, Canada). Dual enzyme immunoassay IgM samples were sent for HAV genotyping to the National Microbiological Laboratory in Winnipeg, Manitoba. HAV RNA was amplified by nested PCR using primers targeting the VP1-2A junction of the HAV genome (F1, 5ʹ-GAC AGA TTC TAC ATT TGG ATT GGT-3ʹ, 2,870–2,894; R1 5ʹ-CCA TTT CAA GAG TCC ACA TAC CAC T-3ʹ, 3,382–3,360; F2, 5ʹ-CTA TTC AGA TTG CAA ATT ACA AT-3ʹ; 2,896–2,918; R2, 5ʹ-AAC TTC ATT ATT TCA TGC TCC T-3ʹ, 3,189–3,169). Primers were based on GenBank accession number M14707 HAV wild type. Amplicons were sequenced on an AB 373 XL genetic analyzer (Applied Biosystems) using BigDye v.3.1 Terminator chemistry. MEGA 5.2.1 software version was used to determine the best-fit nucleotide substitution model for the current HAV sequences. Maximum Likelihood analysis was done by the recommended Tamura-Nei distance model using the discrete gamma distribution with default rate category 5 (+G) and modeled for invariant sites (+I) [15]. Meaningful taxonomic relationships were obtained by bootstrap resampling analysis (200 replicates).

Investigation of possible source
A provincially standardised questionnaire, focusing on common food shopping and dining experiences, was administered by telephone to cases. Case follow-up included evaluation of household and other contacts for symptoms and assessing the need for post-exposure prophylaxis. Based on an initial hypothesis that the common agent was a food product distributed only within the affected region, an enhanced questionnaire was then administered, again by telephone, further exploring locally produced and distributed food items. In addition, authorisation was obtained from cases who shopped at major supermarket chains for those chains to release detailed shopping histories via the cases’ store loyalty cards. Shopping histories going back three months were analysed to include products with an extended refrigerated or frozen storage life.

An investigation of the plant that produced the implicated food product included a review of shipping and purchase invoices, bills of lading (a legal document describing the merchandise in a shipment, confirming ownership and identifying the recipient), sources of ingredients and production records to determine...

Figure 1
Location of non-travel-related hepatitis A cases reported to public health authorities, British Columbia, Canada, February–May 2012 (n=9)
production dates, worker travel and illness histories and distribution details of the product.

Several packages of the implicated product were tested: one open and one closed package from homes of two of the cases and a composite of five packaged units of the product obtained from the production facility. Samples of three of the four individual ingredients of the product from the manufacturer were available and tested for HAV by the Canadian Food Inspection Agency. Testing of implicated food products was conducted using magnetic cationic beads to capture and concentrate the viruses. Extracted viral RNA was subjected to a reverse-transcription PCR assay for HAV detection and quantification by real-time PCR.

Results

Detection of the outbreak
The investigation was triggered during the first week of March 2012, when three non-travel-related hepatitis A cases (Cases 1–3), residing in three different municipalities in BC located in one health authority, were identified within a week, based on laboratory reports to the local public health authority and subsequent public health follow-up (Figure 1). Three more cases (Cases 4–6) from three more municipalities in the same health authority were identified in the following two weeks (Figures 1 and 2). A further two cases (Cases 7 and 8) were identified later in March and a final case (Case 9) in May.

During this investigation, there were a total of nine possible outbreak cases (laboratory-confirmed HAV infection with no travel history). Symptoms included fever, nausea, abdominal pain, diarrhea and jaundice; the onset dates ranged from the second week of February to the last week of April 2012. Dates of laboratory reports to the public health authorities ranged from the fourth week of February to the second week of May. Two cases were hospitalised.

Of the nine possible cases, six reported consumption of a frozen fruit blend; three did not. Analysis of the initial standard and enhanced questionnaire from these cases did not reveal any common activities, food purchases or consumption history above what would be expected for the general public.

Identifying the implicated food product
Food purchase histories obtained from the initial six possible cases showed that the majority (n=5) had shopped for groceries at a major chain of affiliated supermarkets. Analysis of loyalty card use indicated that three of the six cases had purchased the same frozen fruit blend at that retail chain. Consumption or not of the product was confirmed by interview for all six cases.

The outbreak team asked the chain to provide further details on production and distribution of this product in the third week of March 2012. It was a blend of raw frozen fruit (blueberries, strawberries, dark cherries and pomegranate seeds) in a 600 g package produced under a private house label for the supermarket chain and distributed to their stores in BC and the neighbouring province of Alberta. Multiple lot codes had been purchased by the cases. The chain

**Figure 2**
Timeline of non-travel-related hepatitis A cases reported to public health authorities, British Columbia, Canada, February–May 2012
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E: exposed; NE: not exposed.
described the product as relatively uncommon, with sales of approximately 56,000 units of the product to 31,000 households throughout the two provinces during the four months before the query. With an average household size of 2.5 [16] and a total population of 8 million [17], approximately 1% of the population in the two provinces would have lived in households that had purchased the product.

Detection of further cases

By the end of March, a further two cases of hepatitis A who had consumed the frozen fruit blend were reported (Figure 1): one in the same health authority as the previous cases (Case 7) and the other, a food service worker, in another health authority (Case 8). Although only one genotype result was available at this time, based on the epidemiological information from cases and a product risk assessment conducted by the BC Centre for Disease Control in collaboration with the health authority in which the majority of cases occurred, a general public health advisory was issued on 5 April 2012 by the BC Centre for Disease Control [18]. This advisory included information that the product was available for sale or could be in the consumers’ homes. Later the same day, the Canadian Food Inspection Agency also issued a Class I (high risk) Health Hazard Alert recalling the product [19,20]. This indicates a high risk that eating or drinking the product can lead to serious health problems [19,21]. This was triggered by a health risk assessment conducted by Health Canada consistent with weight of evidence standards [21] and based on the epidemiological information provided and collated by the health authorities and the BC Centre for Disease Control [20].

A final non-travel-related hepatitis A case (Case 9), who confirmed consumption of the implicated product, was identified in another health authority six weeks after the product recall, bringing the total number of possible outbreak cases to nine, six with the exposure and three without the exposure.

The six exposed cases were classed as confirmed outbreak cases, as they were found to be infected with HAV genotype 1B with matching genetic sequences. The sequence of the first identified case (H12-1327) used as a reference sequence for the outbreak has the GenBank accession number KF947077. Three of the six confirmed cases were male and three female. The median age was 32 years (range: 19–49).

Of the three non-exposed cases, the virus could not be genotyped for two of them; the virus from the third case was found to be genotype 1A and was therefore excluded as an outbreak case. There were no secondary cases. The outbreak strain was compared with available HAV strains from the United States (US) as well as some European strains in GenBank available at that time and was found to be unique (Figure 3).

**Public health measures**

A general post-exposure immunisation campaign was initiated in April 2012 for individuals who had consumed the frozen fruit blend within two weeks, with a targeted campaign directed to customers potentially exposed to the virus through the case who worked at a food establishment (Case 8). These vaccinations were offered through the local public health authorities and communicated through news releases to media channels.

The plant that produced the frozen fruit blend was a federally registered facility located in the same region of BC as the majority of possible cases and subject to

---

**Figure 3**

Phylogenetic tree derived from sequences of the VP1-P2A junction of the hepatitis A virus genome of the 2012 British Columbia, Canada, outbreak strain and reference strains.
regular inspection. Incoming products at the plant were routinely screened for bacterial contamination but not for viral pathogens. Investigation revealed the blueberries and strawberries in the implicated product were also used in a variety of other frozen products sold by several retailers under multiple brand names. The frozen fruit blend was the only one produced at the facility that contained cherries or pomegranate seeds. The cherries were imported from a supplier in Washington State in the US and the country of origin was not identified. The last shipment was received about four months before symptom onset of the first case. A shipment of pomegranate seeds used in the product was received 11 months before the outbreak from a supplier in Egypt. Records indicated that the Egyptian supplier had made only this single shipment to Canada in the previous year. These pomegranate seeds were used briefly upon arrival and then a switch was made to a US product. Use of the Egyptian product resumed when the US product ran out six months before the outbreak.

The investigation confirmed that the plant had a written staff illness policy requiring all ill staff to be off work (in context of food safety, illness was defined as gastrointestinal illness or any other illness that impedes the maintenance of good personal hygiene, such as respiratory illness). No staff illness relevant to food safety was reported in the 50 days before a site visit to investigate the outbreak in the first week of April. However, some of the workers at the manufacturing facility had a history of recent travel to HAV-endemic areas. Use of gloves, hairnets and gowns was mandated for production area staff and hand hygiene stations were readily available. Direct hand-to-product contact during packaging occurred only to remove unacceptable or poor-quality products from the packaging line. There was no HAV vaccination programme for workers but the hygiene conditions, procedures and processes observed during investigation were assessed as adequate to minimise the risk of HAV transmission from a potentially infected worker to food products.

Workers typically packaged multiple products for various clients on any given day. The suspect frozen fruit blend was produced to order for the supermarket chain. Each product order, estimated to be about two weeks apart, would take about two hours to package. The product was then sent to the chain’s distribution warehouse, from where in turn it was distributed to their stores. The retailer voluntarily removed remaining stock of the product from sale, without public notification, the day before it was recalled, when they became aware from investigators that the product was under increased scrutiny as a possible source of this outbreak.

HAV was not identified in any packaged samples but was confirmed by PCR in one lot of pomegranate seeds obtained from the manufacturer of the frozen fruit blend; however, genotype analysis was not successful.

Discussion

Some of the largest food-borne outbreaks of hepatitis A in industrialised countries have been traced to produce [5]. As frozen fruit has a long shelf life (up to a year) and HAV has a long incubation period (up to 50 days), outbreaks may be identified only after large numbers of people have been exposed [4]. Outbreaks due to HAV-contaminated frozen fruit have recently been the cause of considerable morbidity: in April 2013, frozen strawberries were implicated in more than 70 cases of HAV infection in four Nordic countries [22,23] and as of 21 June 2013, an outbreak investigation in the US associated with a frozen berry and pomegranate mix confirmed 120 cases of HAV infection in eight states, of whom 54 (45%) were hospitalised [24].

HAV infection is a reportable communicable disease in BC and cases are routinely reported to the public health authorities. Low background rates of HAV infection, timely identification and reporting and well-communicated follow-up protocols that are used routinely in investigating cases of HAV infection in BC allowed early identification of this outbreak. In the previous year, there were 10 hepatitis A cases in the health authority mostly affected, six of whom were related to travel to HAV-endemic countries. Suspicion was raised in BC when three non-travel-related cases were noted in one health authority in one week; in the end, only one of the initial three cases was linked to the outbreak.

Case–control studies are the classical analytical study for food-borne outbreaks. In this outbreak, the weight of epidemiological evidence was deemed sufficient to implicate the frozen fruit as the cause of the outbreak and to trigger a product recall without resorting to an analytical study [21]. The two confirmed cases identified after the recall reported consumption of the frozen fruit blend. Of the three possible outbreak cases in which consumption of the product was not confirmed, one was identified to be infected with HAV genotype 1A and the other two remained possible cases as the HAV sequences could not be genotyped.

Published outbreaks of hepatitis A that have identified the virus in a specific product are generally much larger than this outbreak [22,24]. Identification of a specific food source can be difficult in outbreaks because of poor food history recall by cases following the long incubation period and the difficulty identifying HAV in food products. Use of loyalty card data from cases allows a more accurate food purchase history to be obtained than is possible through interviews [25]. Although these data cannot provide information on actual consumption, they can be used to supplement the interviews, to improve recall. Cooperation with the supermarkets was facilitated by well-established local processes [25] for obtaining food purchase histories and good working relationships between the provincial and regional health authorities as well as with the retailers.
Blends that contain a variety of fruits from a variety of sources are a challenge in terms of identifying a particular component that may be the source. In this outbreak in BC, identification of a specific cause was further complicated by the fact that some of the workers at the manufacturing facility had a history of recent travel to HAV-endemic areas. However, although several different products were manufactured each day at the facility and all the workers worked on multiple production lines, only the frozen fruit blend was implicated in the outbreak. Follow-up by the Canadian Food Inspection Agency determined that the contamination was unlikely to be linked to activities at the federally registered facility where the product was assembled. The investigation then focused on the cherries and pomegranate seeds, which were exclusive to the implicated product: HAV was detected in a sample of the source pomegranate seeds used in the product.

Genotypic confirmation of the virus in the food product could not be obtained, but this is consistent with other outbreaks where HAV sequencing has only occasionally been successful [10,26]. Very low viral load in the product may explain our inability to obtain genotypic confirmation and the very low number of cases in the approximately 31,000 potentially exposed households. Although the genotype was not ascertained, we consider that this outbreak was probably due to contamination of the pomegranate seeds. This is consistent with the suggestion of Hida et al. that water quality and handling procedures after harvest may play a role in disease transmission [13]. The geographical distribution of the cases was not consistent with the much broader geographical distribution of the implicated product. This delayed source attribution as the investigation initially considered only locally distributed products. Ultimately, no pattern of production or distribution could explain why most of the outbreak cases were restricted to one health authority within BC.

In Canada, over 90% of hepatitis A cases from whom the virus is typed are genotype 1A, with HAV genotype 1B making up less than 10% [27]. Recent outbreaks of hepatitis A associated with frozen fruits in Nordic countries and the US have likewise been 1B. Genetic similarity between these and the BC HAV 1B strain was high: 98.7% with the Danish, 98.6% with the Norwegian and 99.2% with the US strains. Although based on 373 nucleotides from the VP1-2A region, there was no bootstrap support for phylogenetic relatedness (Figure 3).

The very low number of cases in this outbreak, despite widespread purchase and probable consumption of the product, led to challenges in determining the appropriate response, both in terms of public messaging and offering vaccination. Approximately 3,000 vaccines were given in response to exposure to the food service worker and between 300 and 340 vaccines across the province in response to the alert for the implicated product. One confirmed case consumed the product after the recall had been issued, suggesting incomplete penetration of public health messaging. While the number of annual reported cases of hepatitis A is low in BC, seroprevalence of anti-HAV antibodies is also low [28], leading to the ongoing potential for outbreaks.
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